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e would like to
introduce you and
your family to Norman Mouse, his Mama
and Papa and little sister,
Emily. They are a typical
LDS family facing typical
family issues. Norman will
be a featured guest in The
Arizona Beehive for as long as
he can be a part of our family. We
hope that is a very long time! We
think you will grow to love Norman as
we have.
Starting with this issue we will
have Norman hidden in the pages for
you and your children to find. Norman

may be hiding behind an article
or peaking around a picture! If
you find Norman let us know on
our Instagram or Facebook pages.
You just might receive a prize in
the mail if you find him!
Join Norman in this new and
colorful picture book series as he
learns lessons and values that are
specifically written for LDS children. You can find him, his books,
and his family easily at normanthemormon.com. There you can
also learn about the amazing creators of Norman, Danette Smith
and her lovely daughter Brittany
Smith.
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Prep Your Missionary
Continued from pg. 16

what to send, particularly when their
missionary hits the humble stages of
the mission and, when asked, says,
“I’ve got everything I need here, I’m
fine.” Trust them, but also trust the

spirit and pray about what you might
send that will convey your love and
support. LDS stickers (or other things
to hold kids’ attention), teaching aids,
and hygiene supplies are a start, but
rely on your knowledge of your missionary for personal items.
Missionaries are individuals. Listen

to what they’re going through to know
what they need from a package home.
Elder Porter Empey, from Idaho Falls,
prefers a package of goodies to share
with his companion. A package like
that can soothe tensions and improve
the quality of a companionship. Elder
Parra, given the choice, thought a small

package, meaningful only to him and
his family, would be perfect.
If your missionary is still preparing, pay attention now to learn what
they’ll need in the field. If your missionary is currently serving, reread
their last few letters and see what you
can do to show them you care.

Community Services

Affordable

Piano Tuning
Cleaning & Repairs
Piano Bench Sales & Repairs

Larry Cheatham:
(480) 316-0060
Expert evaluation on used pianos
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